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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, December 16, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWH5 634^2 S 1^6 5463 39549 +451 Basis (H): +65 +75/+135 +180/+250 +475 

MWK5 639^4 S 1^6 1981 9450 -155 Info:  nominal cars/offer cars/bid cars 

MWN5 646^6 S 2^2 803 7154 +49 Change: unch unch/up 17 dn 30/unch up 10 

MWU5 652^6 S 2^0 362 4392 +181 Mpls Truck: -30  +20 +45 

MWZ5 665^0 S 2^2 243 3441 +8 Portland (Z) Dec Jan (H) Feb (H) Mar (H) 

MWH6 673^6 S 2^0 69 696 +39 14%proBasis  +290/+330 +290/+335 +295/+335 +295/+335 

Totals:   8,921 64,682 +572  up 60/unch up 60/dn 15 up 60/dn 15 up 60/dn 15 

Cash Exchanges: 80 Options: 574 

Receipts on the Floor:   
195 cars and 5 trains 

Implied option vols: 
H&K: 22% N: 22% 

Spring wheat basis was mixed in both the PNW and spot markets.  

Commentary: 
Grain markets were mixed again with sharp losses in beans, corn off a couple, and wheat mixed—up a 
couple in MW, up 4-5 in Chicago, and KC leading up 8ish. Farmer selling has been massive so far this 
week in corn and soybeans, as it was last week, and row crop basis is crashing. Today’s wheat trade 
was characteristic of a blow-off top as volume was huge and both flat price and calendar spreads in 
Chicago dramatically reversed off of early highs. WH closed up 4 ¼ but 16 cents off of daily highs. WH 
volume should ring in as the 3rd or 4th highest to date. The WH-WN spread sold off dramatically from 2-
3 inverse in early trade out to 2-3 carry late on huge volume over 7,000 contracts, the second highest 
daily volume ever for that spread. Still, a lower close tomorrow is needed to confirm potential reversals. 
 
The rally in wheat started with the ruble selling off into new lows after a surprise rate hike failed to 
stabilize the currency. The macro Russia trade has been to sell the Ruble/USD cross, sell crude oil, 
and buy wheat. Regardless of any functional impact on world trade, the bottom line is that when Russia 
is in the headlines, funds cover shorts in wheat. Meanwhile, the momentum traders have been adding 
to longs on the chart breakout and on trade above the 200-day moving average. News out of Russia 
today clarifies yesterday’s reports about building government stockpiles to control food inflation. 
Agriculture Minister Fedorov today announced plans to increase the state grain reserve to 5 million 
tonnes from the current 1.4 million; this will require raising the domestic intervention price high enough 
to compete with exporters. Additionally, Reuters reported via “trade sources” that Russia’s Veterinary 
and Phytosanitary Surveillance Service (VPSS) has begun to limit the issuing of grain export 
certificates to destinations other than Egypt, Turkey, and Armenia (the top customer list). However, the 
same Reuters blurb also quotes a VPSS spokesperson saying there is no delay in the issuing of said 
export certificates, so the article is internally contradictory. Once concrete policy decisions are 
promulgated, the wheat market will be vulnerable to a “buy the rumor, sell the fact” trade.  
 
KC caught a bid today and gained on both Chicago and Minneapolis. With current futures and basis 
levels, US spring wheat would trade to Egypt prior to SRW, suggesting that MW-W is severely 
undervalued. 12.5% protein HRS ex-PNW is about $10/tonne cheaper landed into Egypt than SRW out 
of the gulf (GASC specs).  –Austin Damiani  


